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Post-Modern Cosmology
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Why look beyond SCM?

§ Why do physics?
§ Can measure parameters but interesting in so far 

as we learn new things
ú We are not curing cancer
ú Our goal is new knowledge for its own sake

§ Cosmology already amazingly refined
§ Model works brilliantly

ú But some potential holes
ú Important to know whether and how can be 

accommodated
ú I briefly mention one



Precision Cosmologial
Measurements
§ Local measurements: 74.03 km/s/Mpc ± 1.42   vs

CMB +BAO alone: 67.66 ± 0.42               
§ 4.4σ, 9 % difference
§ Challenging to resolve in expected theories
§ Why pursue?

ú Has become stronger with time
ú Why measure unless  a possibility for unexpected?

§ What I show here
ú We find field-theoretically consistent potentials with 

correct behavior 
  That we can track explicitly

ú With full data sets, H0 up to 72.3 (at 2 sigma)
ú Future measurements will definitely have the last word



What is Hubble Tension 
and Why Worry?
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Is this possible?
Is there room for new 
physics?
Role for model builders?

Planck collaboration (2018)

CMB

BAO

Distance ladder

With CMB and SN alone 
can fit with late physics
Difficult however to fit 
(low z) BAO as well



How to Proceed?
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Riess et al. (2018) 
provides a direct
measurement of the 
current Hubble rate.

Planck collaboration (2018)

CMB

BAO

Distance ladder

Other measurements 
require knowledge of the 

baryon-photon sound 
horizon, rs.  

Time of baryon decoupling 

rs =

Z td

0
csdt/a =

Z ad

0
cs

da

a2H(a)





Cosmic Microwave Background
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✓s = rs/DA(zd)

DA(z) =

Z z

0
dz

0
/H(z0)

DA(zd)

The CMB primarily 
measures angles on the 

sky.

Assuming a late-time 
cosmology, can infer rs

from !s.



BAO Calibrated with CMB
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BOSS data points on this 
plot use CMB-measured 

value of the sound 
horizon as calibration
H is function of time

Feeds into all the 
measurements

Planck collaboration (2018)

CMB

BAO

Distance ladder



Instead Calibrate BAO with 
local distance ladder
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BAO compatible with 
local H0 measurement 
with a smaller baryon-
photon sound horizon.

Aylor et al, (2018)

Distance ladder

rs = 147.05± 0.30Mpc

For comparison, 
Planck’s CMB value is:
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Figure 2. Expansion rate measurements together with best-fit mod-
els. BAO data have been converted to H(z) by assumption of
rs = 138.09 Mpc.

crepancies is cosmological, the cosmological solution must
make its important changes at times prior to recombination.

3.1. CDL based constraints

We begin our discussion with our first result from a com-
bination of the H0 constraint (that we refer to as “Cepheids”,
R18), used for calibrating the Pantheon binned distance mod-
uli (“SNe”, Scolnic et al. 2018), which in turn are used to
calibrate the BAO distance and H(z) constraints from BOSS
galaxies (“BAO”, Alam et al. 2017). The CDL based rs re-
sults are shown as blue circles in the top panel of Fig. 3.

3.1.1. CDL + ⇤CDM

First, we have assumed the ⇤CDM model – using it to pro-
vide the parameterized shape of H(z)/H0. We find

rs = (137.6 ± 3.45) Mpc. (9)

As a point of comparison we mention a result from Ad-
dison et al. (2018). They take a more comprehensive set of
BAO data, including constraints at lower redshift from galaxy
surveys (Beutler et al. 2011; Ross et al. 2015), and higher
redshift constraints from BOSS Lyman-↵ (Font-Ribera et al.
2014; Delubac et al. 2015; Bautista et al. 2017) and find, from
the BAO data themselves, assuming the ⇤CDM model, that
H0rs = (10119±138) km/sec. Combining this with the R18
result for H0 it becomes

rs = (137.7 ± 3.7) Mpc (10)

This result is nearly the same, in mean and standard devia-
tion, as our own CDL + ⇤CDM result. The lack of reduction
in uncertainty, despite the much greater amount of BAO data,

is due in part to the lack of use of the SNeIa data, which in-
creases uncertainty in ⌦m, and therefore the shape of DA(z).
The other important factor in the lack of reduction is that the
BOSS galaxy data are unmatched in precision.

Our second CDL + ⇤CDM result comes from replacing
Cepheids (R18) with the SLTD data from H0LiCOW (Birrer
et al. 2018) like explained in §2.2. From our SNeIa + BAO
data we have ↵BAO ⌘ c/(rsH0) = 29.7 ± 0.37. Combining
this with H0 = 72.5+2.1

�2.3 km/s/Mpc from Birrer et al. (2018)
we find

rs = 139.3+4.8
�4.4 Mpc. (11)

3.1.2. CDL + Spline

To explore the model-dependence of the CDL method for
rs inference, we now drop the assumption of ⇤CDM for pa-
rameterization of the shape of H(z)/H0 and replace it with
our Spline model. Because our BAO results span such a small
range of redshift, we can expect that there is very little sen-
sitivity of the inferred rs to the choice of parameterization,
as long as it is not varying rapidly on redshift intervals com-
parable to the redshift span of the BAO measurements. With
the four-parameter model described in the previous section
we indeed find a very similar result to the ⇤CDM result:

rs = (138.1 ± 3.59) Mpc. (12)

That this sound horizon result is a little bit larger is con-
sistent with what we see in the residuals panel of Fig. 1.
Namely, the SNe data largely sit above the ⇤CDM best-fit
curve in the redshift interval with the BAO data. The in-
creased freedom of the empirical model reduces the influ-
ence of the SNe outside of this redshift range, boosting D(z)
in this interval with the result that rs is slightly larger. Note
though that statistically, this is a very small shift of less than
0.2�.

More importantly, because the ⇤CDM and Spline results
for rs are basically the same, including in the uncertainty,
we can conclude that the CDL sound-horizon determina-
tion is highly model independent. In particular, it is, at
most, very weakly dependent on any assumptions about
the shape of the distance-redshift relationship. As a fur-
ther check, we performed an analysis with Spline points
moved to z ={0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1} away from our base-
line z = {0, 0.2, 0.57, 0.8, 1.3} (see §2.1) and obtain rs =
137.7 ± 3.60 Mpc indicating that our results are not highly
insensitive to the choice of pivotal redshift points.

Before closing this subsection we comment on the depen-
dence of the CDL result for rs on curvature. Using R16 for
the H0 constraint, Betoule et al. (2014) for the SNeIa data,
and the same BOSS BAO data, Verde et al. (2017) found,
also for a phenomenological parameterization of H(z), that
rs = 138.5 ± 4.3 Mpc assuming ⌦k = 0. This is consistent
with our result to within 0.2�. When they marginalize over



Baryon-Photon Sound Horizon

§ Hubble rate at early times.
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rs =

Z ad

0
da

cs(a)

a2H(a)

cs =
1q

3(1 + 3⇢b

4⇢�
)

H
2(a) =

8⇡G

3

X

i

⇢i(a)

New question:
Different Hubble rate 
before recombination 
and still match other 

data?

Or sound speed
-very unlikely



Possible energy injection 
shape:
Constraint on injection from 
cmb

Knox 
slide



Goal: Potential

§ Explicitly accomplish goal
§ Allows you to check if it works

ú Background
ú Fluctuations

§ Challenge:
ú Speed of Transition

  Energy that is present too early or too late 
problematic

ú Need well Localized to Matter-Radiation , 
Decoupling on Tail



What We Want for Potential

§ Note energy densities separately conserved

§ Need energy not to dominate early or late

§ Implies energy injection when 
§ Most straightforward: wΦ=-1 initially

ú Field frozen
ú Find scalar potential with wΦ>wb once field starts 

moving

Agrawal, Cyr-Racine,  Pinner, LR



Model: Rolling Solutions
(With constant w)

§ Search for:

§ Gives potential and its 
derivative

Yields power law potential:



Power law potential

This is asymptotically rolling
This potential can have oscillating solutions too

And those can also be of interest



Emden-Fowler Classification:
Rocking and Rolling



Rocking vs Rolling

§ When both exist, rocking solution more stable

§ Furthermore energy dissipates more quickly
§ Challenge for rapidly oscillating is to track 

increasingly rapid oscillations
§ In practice cut off by dark energy domination 

and early stage most important
§ But averaging (as done before) inadequate

> 1/(n+1)



Stability of fluctuations



Fluid and Model Disagree
Even when we try….



Asymptotes to 
constant w
Or averages to 
constant  w
Will get cutoff 
when 
wb becomes -1

Solutions:
Rocking
Or
Rolling?





True Energy Injection profile 
Numerical,Includes backreaction



Compare to Neutrinos:
Results without Riess



Results



rs, H0, fede, σ8



Best Fit Values



Compare fluctuations



Result

§ Φ4 model the best of our models
ú With funny initial conditions

§ Neutrinos most natural
ú But doesn’t agree at high l

§ Fluid models agree better
ú Faster drop off
ú No oscillations

§ But not obvious which models they match to
ú Certainly nothing obvious

§ Already a stretch…



Better?: (1-cosΦ/f)n model
Kamionkowski et al



(1-cosΦ/f)n model
Poulin Smith Karval
Kamiokowski



Lessons

§ There are better models
§ But they are hard to find

ú Fluid approximation gives a good model
ú But it’s not exactly the model they say 
ú Without scanning through actual potential, can’t 

even trust that it works at all



Other Lessons

§ We want
ú Cosmologically reasonable
ú Field theoretically reasonable

§ Cosmologically: need energy injection to happen at M/Rad
equality scale

§ Field theory: 
ú Why cos3? Eg dropping phi2, phi4

ú f~0.15; where cos turns over to power law and 10% detuned from 
peak region
  Smaller f: tachyon develops in fluid
  Larger f: power law model

ú Very sensitive to higher order terms
  See whole potential
  More generally shape sensitivity



Other models? Lin Benevento Hu Raveri

§ Get rid of oscillation
ú By fiat!



For future:
Late time measurements  

Related 
to 
matterb



Conclusions and Future 
Directions
§ Clearly could be systematics
§ Will be important to see how measurements of H evolve
§ But also late time studies

ú BAO
ú Large scale structure
ú σ8 is worse (bigger): As ns increased to absorb damping tail, 

(increase H,  more diffusion, less power high l), ρm bigger, but Ωm
smaller

ú Lymanα

§ Ultimately we want to know is energy density of universe 
what we think it is

§ So far, the jury is out
§ Which is a nice time for theorists


